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Abstract. A major challenge in computer vision is scaling activity understanding to the long tail of complex activities without requiring collecting large quantities of data for new actions. The task of video retrieval
using natural language descriptions seeks to address this through rich,
unconstrained supervision about complex activities. However, while this
formulation offers hope of leveraging underlying compositional structure
in activity descriptions, existing approaches typically do not explicitly
model compositional reasoning. In this work, we introduce an approach
for explicitly and dynamically reasoning about compositional natural
language descriptions of activity in videos. We take a modular neural
network approach that, given a natural language query, extracts the semantic structure to assemble a compositional neural network layout and
corresponding network modules. We show that this approach is able to
achieve state-of-the-art results on the DiDeMo video retrieval dataset.
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Introduction

A fundamental goal of computer vision is understanding rich, diverse and complex activities occurring over time in a dynamic visual world. While there has
been significant progress in activity recognition, it is often restricted to a constrained setting with a fixed number of action classes for each particular dataset [1,
6, 22, 25, 26, 28, 33, 51, 66]. Scaling these recognition models to the long tail of
complex activities is still an open problem in this paradigm, as it requires collecting large quantities of data for new action classes and does not explicitly
exploit similarity between activities.
To address this problem, a natural solution is to describe complex activity
in natural language [5, 7, 39, 44, 59]. This allows for supervised labels containing
rich, unconstrained information about the activity, and motivates tasks such
as video retrieval [16, 55, 47, 52]. This formulation also gives hope of leveraging
the underlying structure in the activity description in order to reuse learned
sub-concepts across activities. The approach we use endows models with an
increasingly compositional structure. For example, a complex concept like ”girl
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Fig. 1. Given a natural language query and video as input, Temporal Modular Networks (TMN) uses the underlying language structure of the query to dynamically
assemble a corresponding modular neural network that reasons compositionally over
the video to produce a query-video correspondence score.

riding a bike down a driveway then falling” can be decomposed into two subevents ”riding” and ”falling” which can be observed and learned in very different
contexts (riding a bike vs. a skateboard, down a driveway vs. down a hill).
In this work, we focus on the natural language video retrieval task. Given
an input in the form of natural language description, the goal is to retrieve
the best matching video. The variety of the language descriptions and visual
appearances makes it a challenging task beyond the classification of predefined
action categories. Existing video retrieval methods typically learn embedding
representations of language and video using recurrent neural networks [9, 14, 16,
61, 63] or spatio-temporal convolutions [21, 25, 54]. While simple and effective,
these approaches fail to capture, and more importantly, leverage, the inherently
compositional structure of the concepts and fail to properly relate each subconcept for efficient reasoning. We posit that explicitly modeling compositional
structure is key for the generalizability and scalability needed for complex video
understanding.
To this end, we introduce a dynamic compositional approach for reasoning
about complex natural language descriptions of activity in videos. We draw inspiration from recent successes in visual question answering using compositional
models [2, 3, 17, 18, 24, 58]. Given a natural language query and a video, our approach explicitly makes use of the underlying language structure of the query
to dynamically (and hierarchically) assemble a corresponding modular network
to reason over the video, and output the correspondence between the query and
the video (Fig. 1). More specifically, we use a natural language parser to extract
a structure from the description. Using this structure, we construct a hierarchical layout based on which corresponding neural network modules are assembled.
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Because the modules are reused across different queries, we can jointly learn the
module parameters across these queries and their corresponding videos to enable
efficient learning and scaling to diverse concepts.
Our contributions are as follow:
• We propose a new model called Temporal Modular Networks that explicitly
uses the compositionality in natural languages for temporal reasoning in
videos.
• We demonstrate that by leveraging this additional structure, our model is
able to achieve state-of-the-art results on DiDeMo [16], a diverse dataset for
localizing free-form queries in videos.

2

Related Work

There is a large body of work on the problem of activity recognition in videos [1,
9, 6, 21, 22, 25, 26, 35, 37, 43, 45, 51, 53, 54, 56, 57]. However, the majority of these
have focused on recognizing a fixed set of activity classes with large numbers of
labeled data [1, 6, 22, 25, 26, 51], which is not a practical paradigm for scaling to
the large number of long-tail and complex activities. In this section, we focus
the discussion on work that tackles the challenge of scaling through zero-shot,
compositional, and natural language-based approaches.
Zero-shot action recognition. Zero-shot approaches seek to avoid the
need of training examples for every class of interest. This is related to our work
as a popular approach is to use the word embedding as the representation of
the class to achieve zero-shot learning [11]. A popular direction is to leverage
links other than visual cues to recognize a large number of novel classes given
a smaller number of known ones. [20, 29, 30] draw links between actions and
objects. [65] uses attributes such as duration and dynamics for each verb, and
predicts unseen verbs jointly from these attributes and semantic embedding. [41]
takes a similar approach, but instead uses a bank of simpler actions to describe
more complex meta-actions. Our approach is related to the zero-shot setting in
the sense that it can extend to previously unseen descriptions by leveraging the
language structure to compose the network, whose base module can also be seen
as a zero-shot model for detecting visual concept based on the word.
Compositional action recognition. Methods for compositional action
recognition have taken the approach of defining actions using a set of atomic
actions or objects. This includes interpreting an action as a sequence of poses
with a part-based model on body segments [19, 31, 34], or as composed of a set
of action primitives [10, 12, 13, 64]. Compositional action recognition methods
are useful specially for instructional videos, with clearly defined instruction sequences that are naturally compositional [38, 40, 42, 67]. For example, Rohrbach
et al. [40] applies a hand-centric pose estimation technique to recognize finegrained activities, using which complex cooking activities are then composed.
Compositionality through natural language. A complementary way
to model complex concepts is at the higher level of unconstrained natural language, which is inherently compositional. Related to action recognition, a natural
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setting is video retrieval [1, 6, 16, 22, 25, 26, 28, 33, 51, 66]. While most of these
works use recurrent neural networks for language encoding [14, 61, 63], more explicit compositional and hierarchical reasoning has recently been used, such as
in the setting of visual question-answering in images (VQA [4]). These build off
previous work relating language structure to visual scenes in images [48, 49]. [60]
uses a two-layer stacked attention network, and demonstrates that this hierarchical structure allows the first layer to focus on scattered objects which are
then aggregated by the second layer. [32] shares a similar structure, but defines
the hierarchy based on the word-phrase-sentence structure of natural languages,
and calculates attention at each level independently to avoid error propagation.
Xiao [58] follows a parsed language structure more closely, and adds two types
of structural losses to constraint attentions at different nodes. Our work builds
on these directions of using explicit compositional reasoning based on natural
language, and extends to the video domain for the retrieval task.
The idea of leveraging language structure naturally points to related work in
natural language processing, such as Recursive Neural Networks [49, 50]. While
these works have laid the foundation of tree-structured reasoning, our work differs from them in two key aspects. First, our work uses instance-dependent modules that are parameterized by specific queries, while the computation units in
recursive neural networks remain the same for all instances. Second, as mentioned earlier, our work focus on the adaptation to the video domain which
has remained unexplored. In particular, [49] works on semantic segmentation,
and [50] learns compositionally aggregated semantic features, which are setting
rather disparate from ours.
Modular neural networks. Recently, there have been approaches to image question-answering that model compositionality through dynamic neural
network layouts. [3] proposes modular neural networks which composes reusable
modules using layouts output by a natural language parser. To overcome the limitations of a fixed parser, [2] reassembles subsets of modules to obtain a list of
candidate layouts, from which it selects the best one using reinforcement learning. [17] takes a step further to explore a wider layout space, while still using
parser output as ”expert policies” for supervised learning at the initial learning
stage. Finally, [24] instead learns a program generator to predict the network layout. However, these works work on image-question answering where queries and
modules have structures with limited variations, and the images often come from
synthetic datasets such as CLEVR [23]). For a more realistic setting, [18] applies
compositional modular networks to real-world images with free-form queries, but
as a trade-off, it only uses a fixed triplet structure. In contrast, our work adapts
the modular approach to the video domain, and works on video retrieval with
natural language. In order to handle the diversity in natural language descriptions of complex activity, we leverage a language parser for network structure,
and introduce modular network components suitable for handling diverse activity descriptions for videos. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to explore dynamic modular networks for free-form, language-based reasoning
about videos.
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Temporal Modular Networks

In this work, we address the natural language video retrieval task. Given an
input sentence, the goal is to retrieve the best corresponding video. Our key
observation is that there is an underlying structure in the natural language
description that plays an essential role in the compositional understanding of
the corresponding video. Based on this intuition, we propose Temporal Modular
Networks (TMN), a novel framework for compositional reasoning of complex
activities in videos that takes a natural language description and a video as input,
and outputs scores indicating the correspondence between sub-videos and the
description. Our method uses dynamically-assembled neural modular networks
to explicitly model the compositional structure of diverse and complex natural
language description of the activity, which is in contrast to previous work where
language and visual embedding are performed in separation.
In Sec. 3.1, we first describe how we leverage natural language parsing to
transform diverse descriptions into tree structures compatible with compositional reasoning. In Sec. 3.2, we then present how, for any given description, we
can use these tree structures to dynamically assemble a corresponding modular
neural network over the video. The assembled networks explicitly model the compositionality in natural language descriptions, and we refer to these as Temporal
Modular Networks (TMN). Finally, in Sec. 3.3 we explain how we jointly learn
the module components of TMN given pairs of descriptions and corresponding
videos.
3.1

Transforming phrases into compositional structure

Given a natural language description of a complex activity, we need to first
decompose this description into a compositional structure. While there exist
approaches that model constrained forms of compositional activity description
and structure, our goal is to enable reasoning over rich and unconstrained natural
language descriptions of activity.
We therefore use a natural language parser to extract structures from arbitrary descriptions. Natural language has inherent structures in the form of wordphrase-sentence hierarchies, and natural language parsers formalize this through
parse trees. In particular, we use the Stanford Parser [27], a probabilistic contextfree grammar parser, to obtain grammatical relationships between words in the
description and to obtain an initial parse tree with part-of-speech (POS) tags.
The choice of a constituency parser over a dependency parser comes from the
fact that a dependency parser is designed to be invariant to syntactic structure,
while a constituency parser captures the syntactic structure which represents
the language compositionality that we desire [48]. Sequential events, for example, is not clearly presented in a dependency parse tree. For the description ”girl
riding a bike then falling” which includes two sequential actions ”riding” and
”falling”, a dependency parser would treat the second action ”falling” as a dependent of the first action ”riding”, resulting in a misleading hierarchy, whereas
a constituency parser gives a parallel structure over the two (verb) phrases.
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Fig. 2. Temporal modular network architecture. The compositional layout of the network is determined by structure extracted from a natural language parser (Sec. 3.1).
Base modules (yellow) in the network reason directly over the temporal sequence of
frame-level visual encodings for a video, based on node-specific word embeddings. Combine modules (green) combine information from child nodes, based on node-specific
higher-level phrase embeddings. The output of the top-level combine module is used to
produce, depending on the setting, a score corresponding to the strength of the video
match with the query, or scores of temporal proposals within the video. See Sec. 3.2
for more details.

While a parser provides an initial compositional structure, some POS tags
neither represent nor relate visual concepts, such as DT (determiner) and RP
(particle). We therefore discard these elements from the parse tree. We furthermore merge tags that differ in tenses or pluralities but belong to the same word
class. For example, VBZ (verb, third-person singular present) and VBD (verb,
past tense) are merged as VB (verb, base form). Table 1 specifies the POS tag
mapping. After merging and discarding, the total number of POS tags appearing
in a tree is reduced from 36 to 8.
Then, nodes in the resulting tree can be categorized into two types: base
nodes that correspond to single words in a description, and combine nodes which
correspond to phrases (sequences of words) and combine its child nodes.
3.2

Dynamically assembling compositional networks over video

We have described in Sec. 3.1 how we can use natural language parsing to obtain inherent compositional structures from arbitrary descriptions of complex
activities. The challenge at hand then becomes how we can use this structure to
perform compositional reasoning in videos. Our key insight is that we can leverage this language structure to modularize the corresponding video understanding
network for modeling the structure of the activity.
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Table 1: Part-of-speech (POS) tag mapping from those output by the natural
language parser those in the processed compositional trees. The original POS
tag(s) corresponding to each mapped tag are listed.
Mapped Tag
CC
FW
IN
JJ
NN
RB
TO
VB

Description
coordinating conjunction
foreign word
preposition or subordinating
conjunction
adjective
noun
adverb
to
verb

Original Tag(s)
CC
FW
IN
JJ, JJR, JJS
NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, PRP
RB, RBR, RBS
TO
VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ

Our modular approach, which we call Temporal Modular Networks (TMN),
reasons about a natural language description paired with a video with a dynamically assembled modular network. A set of neural network modules are used to
represent nodes in the description’s corresponding compositional tree. The complete network connects these composable modules following the tree structure
(Fig. 2).
We use two types of modules, namely base modules and combine modules,
corresponding respectively to the two types of nodes in the structure described
in Sec. 3.1. The lower-level base modules reason directly over video features,
while higher-level combine modules operate on the outputs from child modules.
Intuitively, the base module is used to detect atomic visual concepts described
by the words, and the combine module learns to gradually combine the visual
information flowing from its child modules. Our modular design allows us to
share parameters in each type of the modules. Following, we describe base and
combine modules in more detail, how they operate over temporal video data,
as well as how to obtain correspondence scores between queries (i.e. natural
language descriptions) and parts of videos for intra-video retrieval.

Base modules. Base modules correspond to the base nodes in a compositional
tree (Fig. 2). Each base module takes as input a temporal sequence of segmentlevel visual encoding of a video, M in ∈ RDv ×n , and the word embedding vw ∈
RDw of a single word corresponding to the module. Here Dv is the dimension of
the visual encoding, Dw is the dimension of the word embedding, and n is the
length of the temporal sequence. Intuitively, we would like the module to encode
the semantic presence of the word in the video. The base module therefore first
produces a temporal attention vector based on the word embedding and the
visual encoding following [60], and then passes the temporally attended feature
map through a multi-layer perceptron. The output feature map M out may be
of arbitrary dimension but we choose it to be the same as the input dimension,
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and formally compute it as:
hatt = tanh(Wv M in ⊕ (Ww vw + bw )) ∈ Rk×nseg
a = softmax(Wa hatt + ba ) ∈ Rn
M att = a

(1)

M in ∈ RDv ×n

M out = MLP(M att ) ∈ RDv ×n
Here k is the dimension of the common embedding space which the visual
encoding and the word vector are mapped into, and Wv ∈ Rk×Dw and Ww ∈
Rk×Dv are the embedding matrices of the visual encoding and word vector,
respectively. ⊕ denotes matrix-vector addition where the vector is added to each
column of the matrix. Wa ∈ R1×k maps hatt to a vector of length n, the temporal
length of the sequence, which is then normalized by softmax to produce the
temporal attention weights. bw and ba are bias terms. denotes matrix-vector
multiplication that multiplies the ith column of the matrix with the ith entry of
the vector. Finally, the attended feature map M att is passed through a multilayer perceptron to produce the output M out .

Combine modules. Combine modules correspond to the combine nodes of a
compositional tree, whose function is to combine child feature maps to pass the
information upwards in the compositional hierarchy. The flexible structure of
parse-based compositional trees means that the combine module may have a
variable arity (i.e. number in children). This contrasts with previous modular
network approaches in settings where the arity of modules is fixed [3, 24] ,
or where the number of children is expected to be within a predefined limit
[48]. To handle this, the combine modules iteratively combine adjacent child
feature maps. Given a pair of child feature maps M a , M b ∈ RDv ×n , a combine
module computes an attention vector a ∈ Rn parameterized by the encoding of
the module’s corresponding natural language phrase, indicating desired relative
weighting in combining M a vs. M b at each temporal segment. Formally, the
output of a combine module with C children is computed iteratively as:
 1∗
M = M1
∗
∗
M c = a · M (c−1) + (1 − a) · M c , 1 < c < C
∗
 out
M
= M C = a · M (C−1) + (1 − a) · M C
∗

(2)

Here M c is the feature map of the cth child, and M c is the feature map
aggregated over children 1 to c. The output feature map is the aggregated feature
map from the last child, i.e. M out = M C . This iterative formulation allows us
to handle a variable module arity.
The attention vector a ∈ Rn weighting the combination of two child feature
maps M a , M b ∈ RDv ×n is computed from the feature maps and the combine
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module’s corresponding phrase encoding vp ∈ RDp as follows:
hp = Wp vp + bp ∈ RDv
h1 , h2 = hTp M a , hTp M b ∈ Rn
hweight = softmax([h1 , h2 ], dim = 1) ∈ Rn×2

(3)

a, 1 − a = h0weight , h1weight ∈ Rn
where Wp ∈ RDv ×Dp and bp ∈ RDv are weight and bias terms for embedding
the phrase encoding vp to a common embedding space with the visual encoding.
In practice, we use a bag-of-words representation where a phrase encoding is
obtained by averaging of the word vectors in the phrase. h1 , h2 ∈ Rn represent
affinity scores between the phrase encoding and each dimension of child feature
maps M a and M b , which are then stacked into a Rn×2 matrix and normalized
per-dimension as hweight . Finally, attention vectors a and 1 − a, taking from
the two columns of hweight , provide the relative weights of M a and M b in their
combination by each temporal segment.
Query scores. The output feature map of the highest level combine module
is used to compute the correspondence scores between parts of the video and
the query through two fully connected layers. The retrieval task we are addressing is the intra-video setting, where the goal is to localize the best matching
temporal moment within a video. We therefore wish to output scores for each
sub-video (temporal proposal) of variable length. Given that the input video
has temporal length n, the network will first regress n correspondence scores for
each temporal segment, and then combine the scores of consecutive segments to
Pn
scores for all possible sub-videos. The sub-video with
produce i=1 i = n(n+1)
2
the maximum score is predicted as the best match for intra-video retrieval. Note
that when combining the scores, TMN uses the sum rather than the average to
avoid outputting scattered segments and to encourage longer sub-videos, which
is in a similar spirit to [15] and gives a significant enhancement on rank-5 accuracy. Moreover, the scores may take negative values; thus longer sub-videos are
not always more favorable. This scoring scheme can easily generalize the video
retrieval task to the inter-video setting, where the goal is to retrieve the best
matching video from a set of candidate videos. In this case, the correspondence
score for a video can simply be chosen as the max score among all sub-videos.
3.3

Training

Our goal is to learn the parameters of the base and combine modules, as well as
the scoring layers at the root, which can be jointly learned given pairs of natural
language queries and corresponding videos. Training is performed on minibatches
of query-video pairs, where one example in the minibatch is the correct pair and
the remaining incorrect. In each batch, inter-video negative examples encourage
the modules to distinguish between various scene semantics, while intra-video
negatives encourage the modules to focus on learning temporal concepts.
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The network is trained end-to-end using a ranking loss function, which is
defined as
X
Lrank =
max(0, si − s∗ + b)
(4)
i∈N

where N is the set of all possible negative clips, si is the score of negative clip i,
s∗ is the predicted score of the ground truth clip, and b is a margin. While the
model can also be trained using binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss, ranking loss is
more effective for ous intra-video setting. For example, an inter-video negative
with unrelated content should be scored lower than an intra-video negative which
contains the best matching video segment but is not chosen optimal match by
not being temporally tight, which is a nuance that the BCE loss fails to capture.

4

Experiments

We evaluate our approach for compositional reasoning of complex activities on
the task of intra-video retrieval. Given an input natural language description,
the goal is to locate the best corresponding sub-video. We posit that explicitly
modeling the compositional structure is key to the success of this task. Specifically, we show that under the intra-video retrieval setting, the proposed temporal
modular networks can achieve state-of-the-art results on DiDeMo dataset [16].
Here intra-video means the retrieval is within a single video, where given an
input query-video pair, the network is expected to temporally locate the query
within the video. We use this setting since the subjects and scene in a short
(here, 25 to 30 seconds long) video are often unchanged, which ensures that the
network must indeed learn to perform temporal reasoning, rather than relying on
other information such as objects or scene which may contain strong priors [20,
29, 30], rendering the task more challenging.
4.1

Implementation Details

We represent a video by a temporal sequence of segment-level visual encoding
as described in Secs. 4.2. The Stanford Parser [27] is used to obtain the initial
parse trees for the compositional structure. For word vectors as part of the
base module input, we use the 300-dimensional GloVe [36] vectors pretrained
on Common Crawl (42 billion tokens). For the combine modules, a bag-of-words
model is used to generate a fixed-size representation of the corresponding phrase.
We use Adam optimizer [8] in all experiments with an initial learning rate of
5e-6 and a weight decay varying from 5e-5 to 3e-7.
4.2

Dataset

We use the DiDeMo [16] dataset which consists of 26,892 videos, each of 25 or
30 seconds and randomly selected from YFCC100M [5]. There are 33,005 videoquery pairs in the training set, 4180 in the validation and 4021 in the test set. A
video may appear in multiple query-video pairs with different queries matched
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to different sub-videos. DiDeMo is especially suitable for the intra-video setting,
since it desirably offers referring expressions temporally aligned with parts of
videos, as opposed to [7, 39, 59, 62] where descriptions are at the video level.
For intra-video retrieval, each video in DiDeMo is divided into 6 segments of
5 seconds long each, and the task is to select the sub-video that best matches the
query. Each sub-video contains one or more consecutive segments. In total there
are 21 possible candidates for each query, corresponding to 6 single-segment
sub-videos, 5 two-segment sub-videos, and so on. Performance is measured by
rank-1 accuracy (rank@1) and rank-5 accuracy (rank@5) for prediction confidence, which is the percentage of examples where the best matches are ranked
respectively as top 1 or among top 5, as well as segment-level mean intersectionover-union (miou) for temporal precision.

Quantitative results. Table 2 shows results comparing TMN with Moment
Context Network (MCN), the state-of-the-art approach introduced in [16]. For
fair comparison, we use the same RGB, flow, and fused features as provided by
[16]. The features are extracted from VGG [46] fc7 and are average-pooled over
frames to produce a 4096-d vector for each segment. A video is hence represented
by a temporal sequence of 6 feature vectors. We do not compare with the temporal endpoint features in [16], as these directly correspond to dataset priors and
do not reflect a model’s temporal reasoning capability. It can be seen that TMN
outperforms MCN [16] across all modalities, with significant improvements on
rank@1 and rank@5 accuracy and comparable performance on mean IoU.
In contrast to MCN which uses an LSTM for language encoding and outputs
matching scores based on the distance between language and visual embedding,
the explicit compositional modeling in TMN is crucial for performance gain for
all types of features. Interestingly, while MCN had noticeably lower performance
on RGB features, TMN is able to large bridge the performance gap to optical flow
features. Since optical flow provides additional motion information over RGB,
this gain highlights TMN’s strong ability to perform compositional reasoning
over temporal video even when features contain weaker motion information.
The combination of both RGB and flow features (”fused”) further boosts the
performance of TMN as expected. Moreover, when the base module and combine
module are sequentially applied to each word, the network functions similarly to
a recurrent neural network. Therefore, the performance gain of TMN showcases
the importance of an appropriate compositional structure.

Qualitative Results One advantage of a compositional network is its interpretability. Fig. 3 visualizes the hierarchical pattern in the temporal attentions
generated by each combine module, which means the network learns to aggregate information correctly. Figure 4 provides more example outputs. It can be
seen that the advantage of TMN is best pronounced for tasks that rely on the
temporal dimension.
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Table 2: TMN outperforms MCN using RGB, flow, and fused (RGB+flow) features. The significant gain on RGB features in particular shows TMN’s ability
of temporal reasoning without relying on motion information in features.
Feature Model
MCN
RGB
TMN
MCN
Flow
TMN
MCN
Fuse
TMN

Rank@1
13.10
18.71
18.35
19.90
19.88
22.92

Rank@5 mean IoU
44.82
25.13
72.97
30.14
56.25
31.46
75.14
31.95
62.39
33.51
76.08
35.17

Fig. 3. Qualitative example of TMN evaluated on a query-video pair. Attention maps
at base and combine nodes are visualized, where the color bars represent attention
weights with darker blue indicating higher weights. Attention maps for the base nodes
show the activation of a single word, while the attention map in a combine node shows
how information from children are aggregated, and how the modules specifically take
in the temporal quality (”for the first time”) of the phrase encoding in each module.

Ablation Study We perform ablation studies to investigate the variations in
module design, network structures, and loss functions:
• Type of base modules: We experimented with two types of base module: the
POS setting with one base module per POS tag, and the Single setting where
a single based module is shared across all tags. The POS setting may ease
the learning for TMN by making each module more specialized, whereas
the single setting allows TMN to learn from larger amounts of data and
may help capture patterns existing across POS tags. For example, a single
shared module may be similarly parameterized by words with different POS
tags but appearing in a similar context. Moreover, using a single module
was shown to be more robust since it provides better tolerance towards the
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Fig. 4. Example outputs of TMN, where TMN is able to recognize temporal changes
such as ”switch on” and ”turn/run away”, as well as compositional relations such as
”then”.

parser error, which sometimes mistakenly assigns a noun tag to a singular
form verb. The single setting was chosen based on our experimental results.
• Attention in combine module: In addition to having the combine module
selectively attend to different temporal segments based on the phrase encoding, we also considered max pooling as a simplified alternative to combining
multiple child feature maps, where the output feature map is element-wise
max pooled from all children. This is inspired by the parent-child constraint
in [58], where a structure loss is used to penalize the combined feature map
from deviating from the union of child feature maps, which is essentially approximating a max pool layer. Formally, the combined feature map is defined
such that ∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}, j ∈ {1 . . . Dv },
out
c
Mi,j
= max Mi,j
c∈C

(5)

where C is the set of children and M c is the feature map of the cth child.
• Effect of a proper compositional network structure: We compared three network structures. The first one was without the compositional tree. Since
TMN resembles a vanilla RNN when the compositional structure is taken
away, the performance gap between MCN[16] and TMN corresponds to the
gain of the compositional structure. The other two structures came from a
dependency parser and a constituency parser. We found out that structures
from both parsers were able to outperform MCN, demonstrating the importance of compositional reasoning. Further, the performance gap between the
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two parse structures shows the advantage of a proper structure.
• Choice of loss function: We trained TMN with both a ranking loss and a
binary cross entropy (BCE) loss. The performance gain of ranking loss over
BCE loss verifies our hypothesis that the intra-video setting poses additional
requirement on temporal localization, which is better coped with relative
ranking rather than absolute scores.

Table 3: Ablation study for effectiveness of TMN components: Line
1&2:effectiveness of a compositional structure Line 3&4, 5&6 : advantage of
ranking loss over BCE loss. Line 3&5, 4&6 : importance of a proper compositional structure.
#id Model
1 MCN [16] (i.e. no tree structure)
2 const + max pool + rank loss

Rank@1 Rank@5 mean IoU
19.88
62.39
33.51
21.89
75.69
34.24

3 dep + combine attention + BCE loss
4 dep + combine attention + rank loss

20.41
21.67

75.38
75.98

32.86
33.94

5 const + combine attention + BCE loss
6 const + combine attention + rank loss

21.60
22.92

75.81
76.08

34.40
35.17

Table 3 shows ablation results, where max pool and combine attention analyzes the effect of attention in combine modules, const and dep refer to structures
given by a constituency parser and a dependency parser respectively, and rank
loss and BCE loss compare the choice of loss functions.

5

Conclusions

In this work, we introduced Temporal Modular Networks (TMN), a compositional approach for temporal reasoning in videos through dynamically assembled
modular networks. We demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach on the
DiDeMo dataset [16] under the intra-video retrieval setting. We believe our work
is a first step that highlights the potential of using dynamic compositionality of
neural networks to tackle the challenge of scaling video understanding to the
large space of complex activities. Future work includes exploring richer modules
that can effectively trade-off between handling diverse structure and stronger
reasoning about common patterns of activity.
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